destructive force
Point of no return
Face down
Sacrifice yourselves
Or cry out in disbelief
Break out
Rise up from the void
And take one step into the unknown
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lost in the crowd

after the hurt is gone

Spiritual hypocrisy
The ultimate disease
Crushing through creation
Like a timeless machine
Mass manipulation
Mental genocide
Just another victim
Forced into a dogmatic belief

I saw the world change
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All that we know is lost
The coming pandemonium
Am I trapped inside this maze
Never to return again
Expect the unexpected
Or be damned for eternity
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Rejection Overruled

Target Extinction

first class terror

restore to sanity

From the moment I was laid to rest
I sympathized with fate
You leave your mark
And now it's done
Standing on the edge
As we drop the bomb
My tears of rage
A life so vain
To rise above
Your clouded minds
We have to change

Violence and hate
Torn within this nightmare
Distant cries, no moral values
Will it crush you inside

Black fires burning, pending within
Out comes this terror to commit sin
Out from the shadows
And into the light
A shock towards desire's end
To those who oppose

Fierce but profound
One design
Turning fact into reality
We stand glorious
On the verge of a reasonable doubt

The life you fear
The price we pay
It's the volatile nature of mankind
I refuse to give in
As these walls are closing in
We are forced into submission now
Total shock control
Resilient but still paranoid
Of what will become
Another delusion
Fade into black
Fouled with decay
If this is the end
All hope cast astray
The price to pay
But still we seek
To worship god in every way
Nobody knows
What this future has in store for us
As we march along this godforsaken land
Divinity lies within this suffering
Divinity lies within this confiscation
This suffering
Can you still hear
The words that we spoke
United we stood
Together as one
Second to none
Above it all

As tensions start to rise
Welcome to the show
Learn a lesson as we make
Amends and overthrow
Contradictions cloud the path
And justify my unjust
Grim reality, fear the rope
You're a target for extinction
As tensions start to rise
Beneath the starlit skies
You bow in reverence
Justify the gods
The plague is calling us
Nothing's sacred
The damage is done
The end complete
Waiting for the sun that never sleeps
You fade away into the grey
As tensions start to rise
No one gets left behind
Beneath the blood red skies
Another victim dies

Scream time
Taken by right
First class terror
On a one way ticket to hell
Scream time
Spellbound
One push is all you need
To satisfy this demon breed
Visions are showing
The power that thrives
Revealing the entity
In front of your eyes
Twisting your mind
But you keep your head strong
After a while hell is where you belong
The hours passing by
A token which we can't deny
Forseen by a legend so true
As darkness divides ever true
So it was and so it shall be
Everlasting torture
Shall fall upon thee
A gift bestowed, no life to hold
You realize your call, inside it all
The deeper you fall
Black fires burning, pending within
Out comes this terror to commit sin
Out from the shadows
And into the light
A tension of souls
Draws me into the night

Why do we suffer in silence
Denying the force within
Left out, cast out, snatched
Beneath the foundation
One stronghold of power
Turned into
A contemptible act of despair
Nevermore
As a captive of my past
Surrender to your own creation
But there is no relief
Obsessive compulsive disorder
We fall in waves of grief
Am I lost in a dream
With no hope for tomorrow
I'm fed up with the same old lies
Consternation is growing
Losing hold of what's left
As if they want to break us inside
No logic, decay
We stand before the architect
His wrath comes crashing down
Into a point of no return
Isolation becomes my relief
My inner sanctum
Down is the only way to redeem myself
Restore me to sanity

fall in line

none can defy

The Unusual Sin

Deny all your hopes
Forget all your dreams
Waiting for this life to end
Never look back
On what you have done
It is all the same

We're sworn to follow
To be enslaved
In order to adapt
We dwell in their delight
In search for justice
Beware the price
This is my legacy
My gift to you my son

Human torment
Senses dividing
With no compromising
Ascending, a trip to the brain
Prominent danger
Mystified
In the eyes of a madman
Bound to change
On your road to fame

Father forgive me for what I have done
Leave the errors of my ways behind
Rhymes of lunacy, total disharmony
Falling apart as the light turns black
Line
Just fall in line
One by one
Just fall in line
As we go down
Creating some doubt
A balance is found
Nothing seems to be the same
A small humble man
Close to collapse
Now able to rejoice
Are we able to maintain and care
For the ones
Who have failed in this world
Do we ban all emotions and thoughts
A virtue fled, a lie
Forever changing
A powerful spell
Choking on fear
It won't leave my mind alone
Yes I am blind
Now cast astray
From the path in between
How long will I be able to resist
How much more can I take
There's no solution
There's only confusion
Forever changing

When chaos rises
We'll meet the end
None can defy
When it’s all over
We'll start anew
Screaming words for salvation
We must unite as one
This burning rage
Beyond sanity
Has taken command
This terror is about to unfold
With no escape from purpose
We can't escape or deny
This battle rages on
To prevent our fall
We must unite as one
We're sworn to follow
To be enslaved
We plead for mercy
Still we dwell in their delight
In search for justice
Dystopia
Beware the choice you make
Step inside this world of hate

You sanctify
Senses rely
The unusual sin
Your wake-up call
Inside it all
The fire burns
Riotous
Power surge
Quench your desire
Out of necessity
Take it in stride
Exploring boundaries
In the spur of the moment
Past the breaking point
As yet to revive
We let fate decide
Inhale what we crave
It's the narrow path we walk
Why do you remain
Still the same
After all this time

Refuse to resist
Step out of this unsustaining life
That you preserve
Full of spite
All the way
A life to gain
Free from despair
Revive
Preserve
Inhale
Full of spite
Push the touch
Rejoice
Repent
Commit
After all
Take control

